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Allpack is pleased to announce the successful installation of more Jungheinrich 
Very Narrow Aisle (VNA) trucks. This investment is a strategic move that further 
enhances Allpack’s operational effi ciency, underscoring its commitment to 
excellence and solidifying their position as a leader in the packaging sector. 

The additional resource is a testament to Allpack’s unwavering dedication 
to optimizing and enhancing its warehouse operations. The state-of-the-art 
Very Narrow Aisle (VNA) trucks are known for their precision and versatility 
in navigating narrow aisles, making them an invaluable asset for Allpack’s 
materials handling and storage requirements in a busy warehouse. By 
expanding its fl eet of Jungheinrich VNA trucks by a further 50%, Allpack is 
set to further increase its fulfi lment capacities, not only by reducing the risk 
of costly vehicle downtime but allowing the order and dispatch processes 
to be enhanced, through an increase in the speed of order picking and truck 
loading, increasing the overall operational productivity of the warehouse. The 
investment aligns with the company’s ongoing commitment to providing its 
customers with top-quality products and services effi ciently and effectively.

Operational Director, Bob Clarke expressed 
enthusiasm for this recent addition, explaining, 
“Bringing in an additional Jungheinrich VNA 
truck into our operations is a testament to 
our commitment to delivering excellence in 
everything we do. This investment will enable us 
to meet the growing demands of our customers 
with enhanced precision and effi ciency, ensuring 
our continued high levels of OTIF (On Time In 
Full) are not just maintained, but surpassed.” 
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Operational Effeciency
The successfull installation of a further VNA
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Charitable Times E2 Media Innovation 
within Sustainability 
Award 2023

Allpack demonstrates commitment to 
local community by donating hampers

Charitable Events Awards

Allpack is proud to announce its recent initiative to 
support the local community by donating hampers to 
several local charities. This endeavour is a testament 
to Allpack’s dedication to making a positive impact 
beyond its business operations and underscores 
the company’s commitment to social responsibility.

The small donation of hampers is part of Allpack’s 
ongoing efforts to give back to the community and 
support those in need, particularly during challenging 
times. The hampers, carefully curated with a variety of 
essential items and festive treats, aimed to bring joy 
and comfort to individuals during the festive period. 

Andrew Almond, Marketing Manager at Allpack, 
expressed enthusiasm about the opportunity to 
be able to contribute to the well-being of the local 
community. “At Allpack, we believe in the importance 
of being a responsible corporate citizen and actively 
engaging with the communities we serve. Our 
collaboration with a range of local charities allows 
us to make a meaningful impact and provide 
support to those who may be facing diffi culties.”

During the festive period over 50 hampers 
were donated to local charities in and around 
Cannock and Stafford, to help much-needed 
local communities have a better Christmas.

At E2 Media, we are delighted to give Allpack an E2 
Business Award for ‘Innovation within Sustainability 
Award for 2023’. This recognition underscores their 
unwavering commitment to pioneering sustainable 
solutions in the packaging industry. Through 
tireless dedication and innovative thinking, they 
have harnessed cutting-edge technologies and 
eco-friendly practices to reduce our environmental 
footprint while delivering exceptional value to their 
clients. This accolade serves as a testament to their 
team’s relentless pursuit of sustainability and their 
vision to inspire positive change in the industry. 

Allpack has created a niche for itself in the packaging 
industry by embracing sustainability and corporate 
responsibility. Their wide range of packaging solutions, 
commitment to eco-friendly practices makes them 
a shining example of responsible business in the 
modern world. As sustainability continues to gain 
prominence, Allpack’s mission to provide eco-
conscious packaging solutions positions them as 
a leader in a greener, more responsible future.
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SafeSupplier Status

Allpack Launches Dunnage Bags

Sustainability At Its 
Core

Allpack is proud to announce its recent achievement 
of being awarded verifi cation from Alcumus 
SafeSupplier for demonstrating its ethical, 
environmental and fi nancial credentials, to help 
clients assess compliance within their supply chain.
SafeSupplier offers a robust, streamlined, consistent 
and effective supplier on-boarding and management 
solution, that demonstrates supplier compliance to 
regulatory requirements, international standards 
and industry best practices in the supply chain.

The application for SafeSupplier verifi cation was 
driven by the desire to demonstrate the highest 
standards in health and safety, quality, ethical 
best practices and responsible growth. 

Contain-A-Pac is Allpack’s new brand of Dunnage 
Bags designed to revolutionise the shipping and 
logistics industry, which was launched in Q4 last 
year, to enhance its cargo protection product range.

Dunnage Bags, an essential component in securing 
cargo during transportation, play a crucial role 
in preventing damage and ensuring the safe 
delivery of goods. The Contain-A-Pac brand by 
Allpack sets a new standard in quality, reliability, 
and performance, offering a comprehensive 
solution for businesses across diverse industries.

The key features and benefi ts of Dunnage Bags:

1. Advanced Material Technology
2. Versatile Range
3. Effi cient Infl ation System
4. Environmentally Friendly, 100% recyclable

The introduction of Contain-A-Pac underscores Allpack’s 
ongoing commitment to excellence and innovation in 
the packaging industry.

Available to order today on the website or via 
sales@allpack.uk.com

Allpack’s Managing Director, George Clarke, explained how Allpack will benefi t from obtaining this industry-
recognised certifi cation, “Our recently obtained SafeSupplier accreditation will provide all clients the peace of mind 
and trust that Allpack complies to all regulatory requirements, international standards and champions industry best 
practices across its entire supply chain.”

Certifi cation

New Product Update

Allpack attain SafeSupplier Status
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Team Achievements

Staff Awards

In the fast-paced world of business, it’s often easy to overlook the heartbeat of any 
successful organisation, the dedicated individuals who work tirelessly to drive innovation, 
deliver exceptional service, and ensure the company’s growth. At Allpack, we firmly 
believe that our staff are our most valuable asset. Therefore, we make it a priority to 
recognise and celebrate their achievements as they share and amplify our core values 
on a daily basis.  During the month of December Allpack staff were treated to a wintery 
BBQ, provided by the Directors for the hard work of the team throughout the month of 
November.

Over the previous quarter, Allpack recognised the achievements of the following staff 
members; October - Katie Langridge,  November - Dan Armitage, December - Jonathan 
Craddock and Russ Stonall. 

Driven by Results
Andrew Parnaby & Harry Ball

Passion for the Team
Graham Rodger, Jonathan Craddock & Lisa Taylor

Mutual Respect & Trust
Aidan Mulraney, Joanna Purnell & Sarah Middleton

Relentless Pursuit of Better
Luke Gregory & Nathan Pallister

Sense of Humour
Dan Terry & Dawid Surman

Problem Solver
Dan Armitage & Matt Hannon

Customer Champion
Antonia Williams & Richard Small

Cost Cutter
Laurie Pallister & Milo Suchy

Do you have some PR? If so contact 
marketing@allpack.uk.com 

with your content for consideration.

Empack NEC Birmingham: 
21-22 February 2024

www.packagingbirmingham.com

Intralogistex NEC Birmingham: 
19-20 March 2024

www.intralogistex.co.uk

MACH NEC Birmingham: 
15-29 April 2024

www.machexhibition.com

IRX NEC Birmingham: 
22-23 May 2024

www.internetretailingexpo.com

Save The Date!
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Events & News

October - Katie

November - Dan

December - Jonathan

December - Russ

Allpack Staff Team


